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4

Abstract5

Anthropocentrism magnifies the importance of existence in relation to man’s essence. This6

degrades the generic essence of the man and his genuine need for nature. The principles of7

sustainable development are at stake. The way modern man lives and works stands in deep8

contrast with these principles. Thus, the central issue of sustainable development is: where are9

the causes of alienation of modern man from the principles of sustainable development? For10

the answers h ave to l ook at human nature and the nature of the human community. Their11

synthesis may direct socio anthropogenesis of modern man in the direction of accepting the12

principles of sustainable, that is responsible development, in which the principle of needs is13

more important than the need itself.14

15

Index terms— anthropocentrism, existence, essence, sustainable-responsible development, eco needs.16

1 Anthropocentrism: Existence against Essence17

Professor Slobodan Vuki?evi? I.18
The Limitations of Anthropocentrism eneric essence of man and his community is inseparable from nature. The19

process of creating a man and his community went gradually so the satisfaction of man’s material and spiritual20
needs couldn’t only be made on the basis of logos components of generic essence. This process inevitably includes21
a historical component in form of the existing natural and creating social assumptions that is the achieved degree22
of development of man and his community. The attitude of society towards nature, which is constituted in every23
society in a specific way, is an important context of continuous dynamic sublimation of human existence and24
essence. So, the relation of man toward nature, we cannot explain at the level of existence only, but by a mixture25
of human existence and essence, which follows the simultaneous emancipation of consciousness and emancipation26
of sensibility. Thus, the question of certain passions, desires, aspirations is always derived from the point of the27
generic essence of man and society. It is not possible to establish a oneway line here. At the point at which28
the Great Work of Nature and the Great Work of Man meet, the passions and interests come together and it29
is important to have in mind the authenticity of either of them. This eternal Law of Nature and Man and his30
Community ”follows” the Author: Montenegro. Doctor of Sociology Science, University professor. University31
of Montenegro, Faculty of Philosophy -The Institute of Sociology and Psychology, Nik?i?. e-mail: vukicevic@t-32
com.me whole history of humans and human community. Its action we must have in mind while constituting33
all social institutions, first of all while constituting institutions and institutionalization of social relations and34
relations toward nature too. The whole dynamics of history has a character of contemporaneous existential35
and essential development of generic essence of man and his community. This is particularly evident through36
the consequences of existential and essential activities, without which sociological science couldn’t constitute its37
holistic interpretation of social phenomena. Consequences cannot be predicted accurately, but the probability38
that positive or negative consequences will happen to the man, society and nature can be predicted.39

Economistic approach is particularly invalid in terms of predicting the consequences which are not only non-40
economic, but are quite the new phenomena in relation to the causes which initiated them. Every choice based on41
this is invalid with many negative consequences. The result of economistic theory and practice are serious social42
crises. ”From these crises arose a terrible combination of inflation and depression”(John Ralston ??ol, ??01, ??2).43
The world is in state of crisis of human values (inflationary paradox of needs-”putting into circulation” many44
artificial needs pernicious for human nature and nature in general) followed by depression, and depression as a45
result of globalization refers to the human nature, the nature of human society, and the relationship to nature46
in general, and certainly not just on economics, business, customs, oil, inflation, energy crisis, unemployment,47
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1 ANTHROPOCENTRISM: EXISTENCE AGAINST ESSENCE

etc. These economic categories and individualism based on them unify their citizens; stifle their personality and48
ethnocultural identity. Such citizenry is against human nature and the nature of human community. It is a49
very predictable consequence. In the minds of globalization technocrats (political and managerial structures,50
especially contemporary transnational bourgeoisie) the problem remains aside. They deal with various aspects of51
the recession (the energy crisis, inflation, unemployment, economic stagnation) based exclusively on the market52
and claiming that they can be successfully overcome only in the system of globalization, where the economy of53
”forced growth” is absolute, raising more artificial barriers between man and nature. Globalization is transforming54
into a system dedicated to the system (only a market system even), and not to the man and his society. By55
applying a critical sociological approach we discover a colossal sociological fact that with absolute market based56
on the principles of neo-liberal economics, the market necessity is declared as social necessity, which is a complete57
theoretical and methodological failure. It is the absurd assumption that all the necessity is at the market, that58
human nature is determined by the market, as well as the nature of the society. Such an environment, or the59
logic of the situation as Popper said, cannot make man behave in a responsible way towards nature.60

Global economism ignores the fundamental fact that a man is manifested as a social being and that his social61
being is created by subliming the overall biological, psychosocial and cognitive structure of an individual in the62
essential ambience (spirituality, culture, philosophy, religion, moral, norms, etc.) of his community. Therefore, the63
central scientific and social issue has always been to what extent man’s ’contemporaneity’ and ’contemporaneity’64
of man’s community qualitatively interfere or disagree? And why do they disagree? The man and society meet65
here in a complex process of sublimation of their essential and existential determinations, which cannot be reduced66
only to their meeting at the market and because of the profit, as neoliberal economists think. The important67
elements of this process and their relations get a specific form and typology as a special social objectivity, so that68
their identification is a necessary scientific basis for answering the above questions.69

All important causes of the crisis: ’enforced growth’, lack of energy, insatiable consumption and similar are70
finally realised as a violation of the natural system. This necessarily means a violation of human nature and71
nature of human community. Liberal globalism shows some kind of care for protection of the nature by physical-72
technical and technological means, and not its logic. The violation of the logic of the natural system, which has73
not only its physical, but also its metaphysic side, means a violation of human nature and the logic of human74
community. Technocrats are not aware of this or they do not want to be aware, that is this awareness does not75
reach their conscience. More precisely, the politics and ideology of liberal globalization, based on the dominance76
of the developed countries in relation to the non-Western world, does not allow establishing of the ethics of77
responsibility for the consequences that liberal globalization has for the whole humanity.78

It has been calculated (UNESCO: Berghahn Books, 2008, third: Discussions of 21 st century) that if the79
American model of spending was implemented in all modern societies, we would need 3-4 planets Earth more.80
It is obvious that despite the fact that the USA applies the aforementioned principle of consumption by using81
natural and other resources beyond its means, the exhaustion of the country’s military and economic potential82
reveals a serious crisis of American society. Koitsiro Matsuura, UNESCO Secretary General, said, based on83
the findings of the UNESCO book that mankind could be saved only if we combine growth and sustainable84
development, rather than considering them as opposites. Understanding, not only the objective, but also the85
subjective substantiality of technology, we can avoid the limitations of technical and technological determinism.86
’Technological determinism assumes that the direction of technical changes is essentially determined by technical87
factors especially by the internal logic of technologies itself’ ??Johnston, MeGregor, Taylor 2000, 321). This88
ignores the full meaning of technical as a general model of our relation to nature, shapes of consciousness and89
relationships between people, i.e. technology as a meeting point between the human spirit and nature. Modern90
society which is based on a scientific and technicaltechnological development is seriously threatened by technical-91
technological determinism.92

Technicaltechnological determinism assumes that the direction of technical changes is essentially determined93
by the technical factor, especially by the technology itself. At the same time, an important fact that every94
technology ’produces’ a social relationship is ignored, and we must not underestimate the power of technology95
in changing the brains (especially those of young people), because it is a fundamental change in our culture and96
our nature. Ignoring these facts brings the progress of society into question.97

A progressive combination of growth and sustainable development can be based only on the responsible98
approach to nature which entails a permanent overcoming of the contradictory relationship between gender99
and the individual. Neoliberal economy and liberal globalism produce a disastrous treatment of the nature.100
Leading political management structures refer to the nature as if it was the exclusive property and ownership101
of this generation, especially the political elite. In the domain of ownership they enact laws that establish a102
monopoly of one generation (current generation) over the natural resources, and in the domain of property,103
natural resources turn into their personal, a narrow group’s property. They show no regard for the generations104
who have preserved the nature nor of the future generations who should ensure their survival in the only nature105
we have. Sustainable development cannot be provided without the differentiated institutionalization of human,106
generational and individual property rights in relation to nature. Thus differentiated property rights can ensure107
the constitution of an ownership structure which will operate on the principles of responsible development and108
which is impossible without taking into account the eco needs as cardinal social values. Preservation of nature109
causes and consequences of its disruption are primarily related to the behaviour of our society towards nature110
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and to the behaviour of man as a social being towards nature. The basis of this behaviour is the notion eco-need.111
The character of the relation society-man-nature, based on the principle of need, not the reduced need itself, is112
expressed through it.113

Therefore, the study and identification of types of interdependence of human society and nature from the114
viewpoint of the established social relations, institutions and organizations as well as from the perspective of115
socio anthropogenesis of man as a social being, is a specific domain of sociological science. Sociological typology116
of environmental phenomena can be derived based on a differential analysis of the interdependence of nature and117
specific ontological content of social groups: social relations, institutions and organizations, formal and informal118
social structures and special ontic content of the totality of man, and that means cultural, labour, political,119
family, ethnical, religious and emotional content of his being and existence.120

To what extent and in what manner are the econeeds contained in all these relations, that is, what is nature121
like as a value?122

How much does the man harmonize the values of humankind with the values of nature? Does man with his123
powers exceed the power of nature?124

To what extent the established value system implies the eco-needs and its dynamics in the field of consciousness125
and in the domain of sensibility?126

The relation society-man-nature is contained in these matters, and represents the core of the ecological127
phenomenon which is a part of the formula ’sustainable development’, because if the development is sustainable,128
it’s not a development. If ’development’ questions eco-needs, in the sense of essentialexistential connection with129
nature, it cannot be treated as development. Thus, we will treat the term sustainable development as a process of130
meeting fundamental human needs, with eco-needs at its core. The eco-need contains the principle of the ethics131
of responsibility and this qualifies ’sustainable development’ as a responsible development in terms of qualitative132
mediation of essential and existential determination of man and his community with nature.133

It is well-known that the man has gone away from the direct touch with nature; direct belonging to the nature,134
but that does not mean that he has completely abandoned it. Not only is the man by origin a natural being,135
but his total existence is still not separable from the law of nature which cultivates his social being through136
a specific relation with nature. This specific method assumes an essential and sensitive domain of the human137
generic essence.138

A sociological examination of the influence of natural factors on the spiritual and social life of people and139
their communities must be based on the indisputable fact that man is a subject (of course with an overall140
ontic definiteness and limitations, cognitive and motivational) of that relationship, which in a creative way gives141
this relation spirituality and sociability. This is explicitly manifested through the fact that same or similar142
natural conditions will never produce the same spiritual and social life of people and their community, and this143
immediately means a different sort of econeeds.144

Man’s position as the subject establishes a reverse turn in the understanding of the impacts of natural factors145
in the social and spiritual life of the people and their communities. ’Therefore we can say that the impact of146
natural factors and phenomena on human spirituality is first of all understood as an activity of spirit itself,147
and after that as an ’influence’ of natural factors themselves” ??Zunec, 1984,14). This simply means that any148
relationship between man and nature cannot be seen as simply adapting the human to the natural conditions. A149
man is a creator of that relationship, but this in any case does not mean that he is in a position to create a total150
subjugation of nature to himself and his plans and ideas. Establishing a relationship between man and nature151
based on anthropocentrism is not only beneficial for the nature, but more so for the survival of man himself. It152
convincingly shows the total current history, especially the contemporary social reality. The relationship between153
man and nature is manifested primarily through man’s relation to his generic essence. In the generic sense of154
man and society, the relation with nature stands out, personal and overall nature, as an essential feature of their155
being and existence.156

Existence, as realisation process of that relation, depends substantially on the reached level of culture of157
individualism and culture of collectivism in one society. When we say process, this means that there can be158
no talk of an established state, but it represents the life dynamics of direct and daily behaviour of individuals,159
enterprises and institutions of a society. Of course, this life dynamics has to be based on social assumptions on160
which cultures of individualism and collectivism are built and typified.161

Culture of individualism manifests itself as the culture of the individual, the citizen, based on his motives,162
needs, interests, preferences, the level of culture and behaviour, and society as a concept that takes the individual163
as the primary unit of the institutional and legal structure.164

Culture of collectivism has also two levels: collectivist elements contained in the culture of the individual-165
citizen, and in particular, the concept of a society in which the collective is primary in the relation to the166
individual.167

Eco-need is a part of the general culture of society and personal principle of behaviour and acting These are168
important contents of the meeting of essence and existence between man and nature, as an expression of the169
generic essence of man and his community. This meeting is also a border of their freedom. The level of culture170
in a society (culture of individualism and collectivism) is determined by the level of qualitative, logos-historical171
mediating of its essence and existence. Therefore, the existentialist anthropocentrism is unacceptable, because it172
significantly reduces the eco-need as an eco-culture of a society.173
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5 ECOLOGICAL PHENOMENON IS ORIGINALLY A LOCAL
PHENOMENON

2 II.174

3 Crisis of Human Nature175

Understanding the relationship of man to nature in the modern society is very complicated in the depths of176
produced crisis of the human nature itself. Anthropologists warn: ’It is not a question of what is the human177
nature like, but the question is whether we need it at all? Today the man is on the verge of no longer defining178
himself as a man” ??Sekulic, 2002, 365). A man has to define himself as a man, as a part of the society and179
nature, as his cultivated nature becomes a special culture. These are the indispensable premises of his existence,180
his existence as a man. ’The man is now able to produce people in a test tube for reagents. So, the man becomes181
a product, and thus fundamentally changes the relationship of man to himself. He is no longer a gift of nature or182
of God the Creator; he is his own product. ’The man walked deep into the crater of power, at the source of his183
own existence’ ??Ratzinger, 2006, 15). The man produces himself independently of nature and God. Does this184
call into question his essence as a human being? Does this reduce his essence to existence? In a survey conducted185
about the 21st century in 1958, Isidora Sekulic, poetically and prophetically said: ’Today’s man is rushing as no186
one ever has. His victories are magnificent, superhuman, he lights a volcano wherever he wants, in the tiny atom187
or of the entire continent and people. Are limitations to come to him too? Does he have to get back to the land188
and bread? And if it ever comes to it, what will happen to him, what will he be?”(Sekulic, 2009).189

It is not just that the relation of man to himself is changing, but his being and existence is fundamentally190
changing, his relation to nature, religion, way of looking at things, attitude towards society and the cultivating191
of own nature.192

(Here’s one anecdote that best illustrates the relationship of modern man to nature: Direct from a bar, a drunk193
man went home, but on the way fell asleep next to the river. Only when he woke up he noticed the river next to194
him, and because he was thirsty after a huge amount of alcohol, he said the following words: ”What you ran, you195
ran.” His main goal was to satisfy thirst as his current need. What consequences the disappearance of the river196
will have for people, society, nature, and for himself does not affect neither his conscience nor consciousness).197

4 III.198

5 Ecological Phenomenon is Originally a Local Phenomenon199

Ecological problem is a civilizational and cultural problem of modern society par exellance.200
However, this cognition remains only an abstraction that does not mean much, if the environmental problem is201

not defined as a local problem, as the Greek word ’ecology” means the study of your own home. This doesn’t mean202
negligence of general knowledge and principles, but it means respecting those theories and principles that were203
confirmed in empirical generalizations. Only in this way can we perform the most important task of every person204
’to learn to manage ourselves in relation to nature’ (Bernadski, ??I (1994, 34)) and be saved from wandering,205
mindless steps, behaviours and actions.206

Affirming the local approaches in the study of environmental problems does not mean accepting partial207
observation of such a complex phenomenon, like ecological. Local approach represents a transition from the208
general theory and broader empirical research on applicable, practical level of study and creation of scientific209
and professional knowledge, which also must have a theory, its methods, strategies, tactics and resources. Only210
in this way will the ecological theory, environmental projects and environmental programs remain a ’dead letter’211
without any acceptance by social actors to which they apply.212

In every local community we have the specific parameters of the environment and their relationship with certain213
productions and activities. In addition, there are specific elements of culture, morality, psychology, behaviour of214
individuals, groups, institutions that have a crucial impact on the development of environmental awareness and215
sensitivity. All of these make every ambience special, with its ”logic of the situation” and its dynamics, which we216
can environmentally understand, interpret and effectively act based on specific interdisciplinary research. Only in217
this way will environmental plans and programs, short and long term, on which in Montenegro as an Ecological218
State is constantly working, will not have a utopian character, whose utopian character has no basis to be realized.219
Instead, they will be real utopias which have realistic foundations to become a part of the history.This approach220
is a realistic assumption for achieving the desired connection between environmental changes and social actors:221
individual citizens, social institutions and organizations, to the state as an entirety. A Man with the Principle of222
Sustainable Development-First and Basic Assumption223

The first and fundamental prerequisite for a responsible development is man who incorporates the need for224
sustainable development as eco-need. This is a man to whom the principle of the need is more important than225
need itself. This is a man who at any time approaches nature as a whole, other people, production (life cycle226
assessment of production and its consequences, environmental marking and environmental aspects in standards);227
resource economics, public goods, business (from the point of view of the combined eco-management and quality228
management), urbanization and cultural heritage, his community and other communities with the principle of229
need, not the need itself. The principle of need sets every person, every community and every institution and230
organization at the beginning in terms of the principles by which one lives and works, and that means a state of231
constant ethic of responsibility for the consequences of their actions, deeds and behaviour, conscientious attitude232
towards the environment at any time.233
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Conscience and consciousness of man on the eco-need are constantly in touch when it comes to the protection234
of nature and living in harmony with nature. In a contemporary Society there is a principle of abundance, but235
in a completely perverted sense of its original meaning. The original meaning of the principle of abundance,236
even in ancient philosophy, meant that the existence and abundance of existence must be in accordance with the237
possibilities of existence, that is, with the principle of responsible and sustainable development. In the activities238
of modern man, consciously or unconsciously, two myths still dominate: the myth of inexhaustible wealth of239
nature and the myth of unlimited possibilities of its regeneration. The balance between the natural and the240
cultural system is so disturbed that we have far exceeded the tolerance line. This means that the principle of241
abundance is destroyed by neglecting the possibilities of existence, since more and more we bring into question the242
very existence of man and his community. How can we talk about sustainable development in such a situation?243

We really need to mark as paradoxical the fact that modern man has not sufficiently understood (received244
principle use) the fact that the degradation of nature primarily threatens social life, that is, the existence of the245
man as a man. The fact that the nature has existed without the man for billions of years, but that the man246
cannot live without nature, is rightly emphasized. The paradox is even more evident when we consider the fact247
that there has never been more environmental projects, environmental programs, and educational programmes248
in ecology at all levels of education, environmental movements and organizations, and relation to nature in the249
operations, procedures and human behaviour has never been more arrogant.250

In one of our research on managerial awareness of the environment and the working environment, 97.7% believe251
that the lack of appropriate culture of living is a greater problem than the lack of environmental education252
??Vukicevic, 1996, 89). Therefore, the following statement is true: ’For me, the acceptable assumption is that253
the end of the world will be caused by people themselves, by self-destruction and the destruction of nature, after254
the formation of the space colonies where, most likely human destruction will settle. At this stage of human255
development it is better to ask what the cause of human need to know ’the exact date of ’the end of the world”256
is? Why are people more interested in the date of end of the world, i.e. the destruction of nature, than the date257
of successful nature conservation?’ (Petric, 2011, 1). The question can also be formulated in this way: What is258
the cause of loss of ecological needs in humans, as that is the main cause of the end of the world? A possible259
breakthrough in the universe cannot in any way justify the destruction of nature on planet Earth. Such ’progress’260
does not match the generic essence of man and his community. Egotistical view of the world is prevailing as the261
result of anthropocentrism, and it is the result of the liberal, especially neo-liberal economies. It’s an egotistical262
vision, by which the disaster will bypass us personally and affect the others. In the neoliberal variety, the263
economically rich and powerful will provide a ’new beginning’ on another planet. This is the ultimate form of264
existential anthropocentrism based on unconditionality of man in terms of his essential determination. It’s about265
creating a new myth that ’sets free’ the main actors of destroying the nature from the ethics of responsibility.266

V.267

6 Attitude towards our Personal Nature268

In the above indicated elements, the central place belongs to the formation of our attitudes towards the sustainable269
development and growth based on the principle of eco-needs, and the ethics of responsibility. At the individual270
level, primarily is our relationship to our personal nature, which is indicated by the increasing use alcohol, drugs271
and other destructive means of our own nature. So we have to start from the relation to our own nature. If a272
man does not own a principle of sustainable development of his own nature, it is logical that he cannot respect273
the principle of nature in general, the other man or the community. If the principle of ’forced growth’ rules the274
economy, according to which the only survivors are the ones who have survived at the market, and not the ones275
who has survived in the nature, in accordance to the possibilities of nature, we cannot talk about sustainable276
development. This directly( D D D D ) D 2013277

brings into the question the proper relationship between sustainable development and growth, and they are278
brought into contrast. Therefore, in the modern ethical codes, in addition to a number of principles for the279
promotion and protection of human values, the following stands out: our own being-software engineers themselves280
need lifelong learning regarding the change of their profession and they should promote an ethical approach to281
the change of their profession”. ??Gotterbarn 1994, 4).282

7 VI. Social Changes and Social Actors283

The change is obviously necessary. To which actors we can rely on for the necessary change? The most important284
thing is a realistic assessment, i.e. the assumption of directing the changes in the desired direction. Sustainable285
development is a compact social process that constantly promotes progress of man and his community, and that286
means the dynamics of econeeds. For each particular society it is important to know that economics, especially287
social development, cannot be based on a single area or single factor, no matter how significant it is, but we must288
take into account the interdependence of a number of important factors and fields of social development and289
its directing towards the realization of fundamental human values, among which ecological needs have a central290
place. A central question is to what extent the society promotes interest that is not reduced to an anthropocentric291
vision of economic importance. The economic significance of interest has become dominant rather late in the292
history of the term: ’He rather included the whole of human aspirations, but signified an element of calculation293
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8 VII. SOCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES AND HUMAN NATURE

and deliberation in relation to the way it was supposed to follow these tendencies’ (Hirsman 1995, 5). Here the294
unity of passions-human desires and reason is lucidly stated through the element of deliberation and calculation295
in relation to the method or principle by means of which these aspirations should be satisfied. It’s not just a296
simple unity, but a process of sublimation in which all elements obtain the sublime and as such they receive297
a specific valence (passion is no longer ’naked’ passion) in creating an interest sphere that has a full human298
meaning ??Vukicevic, 2003). This is the moment that modern anthropocentric man is missing. The modern299
anthropocentric man who has not internalised the principles of sustainable development (eco-needs) cannot be300
an active participant of a responsible sustainable development.301

8 VII. Social Circumstances and Human Nature302

Obviously, we have to ask ourselves where are the causes of modern man’s rejection of the principles of sustainable303
development i.e. the eco-needs, as his way of life and work. Is it a product of human nature itself, or is crucial the304
social situation ’which could hardly be reduced to the motives and the general laws of human nature’ ??Popper,305
1993, 120). Sociological research convincingly shows that our behaviour, our actions, our methods can be rather306
explained by the social circumstances that produce the social system of a specific character and the values it307
promotes than by our human nature and its social-psychological characteristics.308

Today, these circumstances are substantially determined by globalization as a total social change, which affects309
the whole of the contemporary social reality. However, human values get a ’meaningful adequacy’ and ’subject310
rationality’ in the way of thinking and feeling, which is the initiator of human behaviour and of the relationship311
between people and man’s relationship with nature, i.e. in the totality of production of the social life of a specific312
society. The framework of our knowledge inevitably relies on a constant connection between the global and313
the local. According to this, a survey of the fundamental human values must be carried out not only based314
on the sense of something, but more importantly based on the sense, significance and meaning for someone.315
From this point the question arises: what is the subject (with all the motivational and cognitive limitations)316
which gives meaning to globalization or achieves a certain meaning in globalization? Are those all people or317
only certain people, certain groups of wealthy, powerful states, political elites, local communities, etc. Who are318
those subjects that in the name of history are spreading division between the rich and the poor, commit violence319
and terrorism, destroy nature, threaten democracy and freedom. In the name of what sense of globalization do320
people agree to this, because the consent of people is inevitable, regardless of whether the modern man accepts321
it as his anthropocentric nature or the consent is involuntary. ’And in the use of the human rights of refusal322
lies all the pathos of moral judgment and moral beings in terms of closure for all other options’ (Knjazceva,323
2008, 143). Those are the moments without which we cannot understand the full meaning that we give to324
history, and therefore the meaning of globalization as a historical process. Determinists can interpret the sense of325
history as a future state toward which history necessarily leads, and human consent or non-consent as a causally326
produced epiphenomenon. However, it is obviously a reduction of human nature to necessity and its purely causal327
explanation without the inevitable non deterministic component without which the essence of human nature is328
lost. It is human nature to overcome the limitations of the necessity of future ’good’, because something cannot329
be good for people if it is only necessary. Human good must have a moment of indeterminism, that is, a full330
meaning, a meaning and significance for a particular individual and his community. This essence can be achieved331
only on the basis of a qualitative mediation of the global and the local, a mediation affirming the quality of332
both, which thus directs the progress of a society towards a constant achievement of fundamental human needs333
and gives meaning to existence as a realization of the essence based on the principle of sublimation (constant334
sublimity of both).335

The affirmation of the specific man and his possibilities does not mean the postmodern denial of the need336
for the established standards that monitor and direct the nature of man and his community, and the nature of337
man is not only positive but also destructive. In fact, if no measures, if no values inherited from the past are338
valid as well as constituted political systems based on the principles of freedom, then the question is whether339
any individual can just feel free to express his/her wishes and constructive potentials as well as their destructive340
potential. Without that we cannot look for answers to the question of why people strayed into the consumer341
culture, why do they give up the welfare state, why do they risk their stability and security, why do they turn342
back the values of solidarity and joint effort, neglecting family, work ethic, humility and honesty, local values and343
culture, destroy nature and the like.344

Without this differentiation it would mean that everything is permitted, while the principle of power replaces345
the principle of force. The power is reduced to force. So the logic of ’forced growth’ becomes the main feature of346
earning, with the inevitable economic consequences of violence against nature, violence in family, in social life of347
people. In this sense, great Weber warns that a competitive social system does not exclude power, but it excludes348
force. ??Weber, 1976, 26) The development of the society at any level, global or local, cannot have human sense349
and therefore cannot have a progressive meaning without a solution of the indicated problems. The dynamics350
of existence of man and his community requires a conception of society based on freedom, on the different kinds351
of freedom and their interference. You must have freedom as a foundation of development, as the goal and the352
means. ??Sen, 2002, 113).353

However, the essential question of fundamental social change is: How to identify the structure of the need for354
freedom as a positive (creative) mode of life?355
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The topicality of this issue is reflected at two levels: global trends of modern society, characterized by two356
opposing tendencies: universalizing tendency on the one hand, and the tendency of affirmation of their own357
identity on the other. This occurs in each state as a historical community, in which in a specific way Logos358
and History come together. In the historical process of sublimation all the ’objective’ factors (institutional359
constitution, territory, language, culture) get their particular, indigenous meaning, importance and sense for a360
particular community. Of course, this does not mean that the external dominants (global social movements)361
have their influence, but liberal globalization produces social crisis neglecting the dialectic of specific-universal362
and making the universal absolute.363

The negative consequences of this absoluteness are obvious. The development plans of the World Bank364
over the last few decades deliberately expelled the entire groups of relatively successful people from their land,365
including small, independent farmers, as to make space for giant dams and other developmental ’mega-plans.’366
’The consequence of such a ’development” is the conversion of millions of small farmers into refugees, the landless,367
who are looking for work that they cannot find, in the cities’ ??Goldsmith 2003, 13). This is only one aspect of368
the economic and social crisis that is caused by the global-world, but no less by the local factors. It also must be369
noted that the crisis has its causes, but that does not mean that it necessarily had to happen in this drastic and370
inevitable form and intensity, especially not so catastrophic consequences for the nature and not such an inhuman371
division between the rich and the poor. We cannot accept that the process of post-socialist transformation of372
socialist societies had necessarily to have: the continual robbing of public property and public goods in the373
process of socialist transformation of ownership, a model of unproductive, parasitic, corrupt capitalism, with the374
affirmation of the competitiveness which is allegedly contrary to the unproductive social model; a destruction375
of domestic production, privatization of banks under the monopoly of new political and economic elites with376
encouragement to consumerist indebtedness of citizens and to business activities, rather than producing the377
small and medium enterprises, reduction of working contingent, borrowing and pandering to foreign capital and378
import lobby, rather than producing the small and medium enterprises, a reduction of working age, borrowing379
and pandering to foreign capital and import lobby, an increased useless consumption on the one hand and on the380
other hand encouraging savings for the protection of nature, a stimulation of scientific and educational activities381
and creative forces of society and so on. But theorists and ideologists of liberal globalization do not want to382
accept these ’natural experiments’ as tests of their project, because they show a deep human dysfunction and383
absurdity.384

Today it is clear that all of this is neo-liberal ideological deceit and hypocrisy of those who caused the crisis, now385
they lecture and punish citizens, explaining them in their own ethics of pure will (all failures are caused by someone386
else-’global crisis’), without a trace of the ethics of responsibility (politicaleconomic elite has no responsibility) for387
obvious ideological utopianism of their project. Reversal can only be done on the principles of Social Economy.388
The social economy is a true human, long-term basis, a humanistic and progressive development of human society389
in terms of the constitution of social relations and institutions and socio-anthropogenesis with a comprehensive390
display of human nature and responsible attitude towards nature. This means that anthropocentrism as the main391
product of neo-liberal economies prevails.392

It is undeniable that in this sense, more egalitarian societies based on a competitive social system and superior393
by all key social parameters, with the combination of legitimacy and efficiency, are more successful than the394
societies which are based on the social economy, but where a more pronounced inequality rules.395

’Extensive research also shows that the ’Anglo-Saxon’ economies are significantly ahead of relatively egalitarian396
Scandinavian countries and Japan, with a prevalence of health problems among the lower classes, the rate of397
premature deaths amongst the working class men, length of working time, the level of child mortality, the level398
of children’s illiteracy, the level of violence amongst children, the degree of mental illness and disorders, the level399
of addiction, the level of distrust of other people, the number of prisoners, the length of sentence for the same400
crimes, the number of murders, etc.’ (Jakopovic, 2011, 3).401

’Also, the countries in which the pronounced inequality rules (such as the USA and the UK) have a lower rate402
of overall child welfare according to the UNICEF index, less equal opportunity and lower rates of social mobility,403
a lower rate of innovation i.e. fewer patents per capita, and so on.’ (ibid 4).404

All serious studies show that the rate of inequality is directly correlated with the above stated social phenomena.405
Unilateral, bureaucratized and politicized calculations do not show a huge social and economic damage which is406
produced by inequality in the form of medical expenses, mental disorders, repressive structures, police, and not407
to mention the enormous neglect of personal human and other potentials which are impossible to be expressed.408
For the neo-liberal ideologist, the human suffering, the violence to others and ourselves are the collateral ’trifle’409
that should not be paid a lot of attention to.410

’The rich comparative experience and scientific research confirms that in addition to providing greater411
employment, stimulating economic demand and improving workers’ motivation, innovativeness and productivity,412
social economy provides greater investment in education, valuable services and hightech manufacturing.413
Peripheral, neo-colonial economy, which the Balkan elites (in cooperation with foreign ’partners’) have chosen414
stands in sharp contrast to this model,’ (ibid.4).415

The social economy is not welfare, social welfare benefit or social assistance to the poor, the unemployed,416
the sick, the homeless, etc. The social economy is a holistic concept of human economy that is not reduced to417
market and profit, but it is in the function of the creativity of all the potentials of a society, directing economic418
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investment in people’s skills and their ability to demonstrate their abilities, meet the needs and interests of419
their own engagement. The social economy assumes that the economic, commercial, technological, spatial,420
investment ventures and development in all areas of social life and work include the social needs of people and421
their communities.422

Thus, the social economy necessarily includes social planning and social development followed by the social423
needs of the people and the Exploitation of the Environment on the principle of responsible sustainable424
development, taking into account that the nature is human property, and not just the property of individuals425
or particular generations. All elements of the social economy stimulate the quality, competitiveness and426
entrepreneurial spirit and achievement motivation, solidarity within the democratic institutional and legal system427
of the society. In this sense, social economy is a real and permanent basis for the progressive development of the428
society. It makes a rational and meaningful relationship of individual, family and social economy. It connects429
the macro-economic stability of the society and micro-economic stability of family based on the principle of430
sustainable development. It takes into account the internal logic of a particular society without which social431
development cannot have a realistic basis.432

By analysing the thirty years of centralized planning in India since it gained independence Sol finds: ’Everyone433
knows that it was not successful. But ... what Western critics forget.... this period gave the Indians time to think434
about their wider aspirations rather than undergo reformulated aspirations projected by the West, so they had435
developed a certain internal logic (noted by S.V.) that they are still developing, ? while those parts of the former436
colonies that had immediately left themselves to the western planning techniqueswhich include Soviet techniques437
-nowadays had mostly collapsed’ ??Sol 2011, 73-4). We can say that this is a kind of experimental verification438
of a specific universalism theory, not in the form of resistance to globalization, but in the form of accepting439
globalization on the principles of internal logic, i.e. specific compound of Logos and History. ’The prophets of440
globalization who were saying: ’Privatize, privatize, privatize’ today say they were wrong, because a national rule441
of the law is more important’ ??Sol 2011, 9-10). In this context we can accept Kissinger’s statement that ’the442
cumulative development of one generation completely changed our world’ (according to ??ol 2011, 74), but only443
as one part of the truth. A much larger and more important truth for the mankind, development trends of man444
and society and their perspective, is that the cumulative development of a generation has not produced a unified445
world. None of the directions of liberal globalization, not even its cumulative side, have a unified result nor446
unified consequences for all people and historic communities. It is an indisputable necessity of overall historical447
development that emerges from the generic essence of man and his community and it constantly follows it, not448
only in the age of globalization.449

Detection of valid paths in this field assumes detailed scientific research and without these results social450
planning and social development of the society on the principles of social economy cannot be undertaken, nor451
the changes in the value system could be managed and thus influence the formation of personality types with the452
view of the world in which the ethics of responsibility is ’Chief Justice’ of man’s relationship to nature. Social453
Economy, in this sense, is a realistic assumption of true community of man with nature. 1 2454

1© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
2© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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